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Inhibitory tectal neurons demonstrate bimodal experience-dependent plasticity at early developmental stages, before establishment of classical biochemical and electrophysiological signatures of inhibitory neuronal subtypes. E/I balance is maintained following enhanced visual experience, through opposite plasticity responses of inhibitory neuronal subgroups.
INTRODUCTION
GABAergic inhibition plays key roles during circuit development, such as controlling development of receptive field properties, modulating the gain, timing, and firing of excitatory neurons, and gating critical periods for plasticity (Carvalho and Buonomano, 2009; Gabernet et al., 2005; Hensch et al., 1998; Huang et al., 1999; Kirkwood and Bear, 1995; Pouille et al., 2009; Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Richards et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2011; Tao and Poo, 2005) . In mature circuits, GABAergic inhibitory neurons are known for their structural and functional heterogeneity (Ascoli et al., 2008) . Emerging evidence demonstrates that different types of inhibitory neurons exhibit distinct plastic changes in response to experience or activity (Bartley et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2015; Wolff et al., 2014) . Even though the fate of GABAergic inhibitory neurons is thought to be determined during embryonic stages of development (Batista-Brito et al., 2008) , the biochemical, morphological, and electrophysiological features of different types are not fully established until postnatal development (Anastasiades et al., 2016; Batista-Brito and Fishell, 2009; Kuhlman et al., 2011) . While it is known that the development of many aspects of GABAergic inhibition is influenced by experience and activity (Chattopadhyaya et al., 2004; Dobie and Craig, 2011; Jiao et al., 2006; Keck et al., 2011; Kreczko et al., 2009; Kuhlman et al., 2011; Maffei et al., 2006; Marik et al., 2010; Micheva and Beaulieu, 1995; Morales et al., 2002; Schuemann et al., 2013) , it is unclear when and how developing inhibitory neurons exhibit distinct structural and functional profiles or whether experience-dependent plasticity profiles may help distinguish different types of inhibitory neurons at early stages of circuit development. To address this question, we studied the structural and functional plasticity of optic tectal neurons in response to visual experience in Xenopus laevis tadpoles. Inhibitory and excitatory neurons in the optic tectum are generated in a common proliferative zone and integrate into the optic tectal circuit at the same time (Akerman and Cline, 2006; Muldal et al., 2014) . About 30% of optic tectal neurons are GABA immunoreactive (Antal, 1991; Miraucourt et al., 2012) , comparable to other brain regions and species (Caputi et al., 2013) . Prior work has shown that visual experience promotes the structural and functional development of tectal neurons and the connectivity required for visual information processing (Ruthazer and Aizenman, 2010) . These studies were conducted by randomly sampling tectal neurons without knowledge of neurotransmitter phenotype and therefore likely reflect changes in the majority excitatory neuron population. Little is known about inhibitory neurons in the developing tectum, except that GABA is hyperpolarizing in the tadpole stages studied here (Akerman and Cline, 2006; Tao and Poo, 2005) and visual experience increases GABA levels (Miraucourt et al., 2012) , consistent with other reports (Hendry and Jones, 1988; Kreczko et al., 2009; Morales et al., 2002; Sarro et al., 2008) . In addition, electrophysiological recordings indicate that tectal neurons do not yet display characteristic features of mature inhibitory neurons, such as fast spiking, at these developmental stages (Ciarleglio et al., 2015) . These studies suggest that the developing optic tectum provides an opportunity to investigate the development of structural and functional heterogeneity in inhibitory neurons.
Here, we investigated structural and functional plasticity of inhibitory neurons in reference to excitatory neurons after periods of decreased and enhanced visual experience. Timelapse images of complete dendritic arbor structure and visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in single neurons were collected from animals exposed to 4 hr dark followed by 4 hr of short term visual enhancement (STVE) as measures of neuronal input and output, respectively. We found that, although inhibitory neurons do not yet express calcium binding proteins that distinguish different types of inhibitory neurons at later developmental stages, they cluster into two groups that display opposite experience-dependent structural and functional plasticity. At the circuit level, in vivo whole-cell recordings showed that enhanced visual experience potentiated both excitatory and inhibitory inputs to tectal neurons, so the balance of excitatory and inhibitory inputs (E/I) was maintained, consistent with the idea that the two inhibitory neuron groups may function in an indirect disinhibitory circuit. These results suggest that functionally distinct subpopulations of inhibitory tectal neurons emerge before the full expression of cell-type-specific reporter proteins, and these inhibitory neuron subpopulations may play diverse roles in experience-dependent plasticity and in stabilizing neuronal circuits in the face of a changing environment.
RESULTS

Inhibitory and Excitatory Tectal Neurons Have Similar Dendritic Arbor Structure
To determine whether inhibitory and excitatory tectal neurons can be distinguished based on distinct dendritic arbor structure or their distribution in the tectum, we collected in vivo time-lapse images of GFP-expressing neurons at daily intervals over 3 days, followed by post hoc identification of inhibitory and excitatory neurons based on GABA immunolabeling (Miraucourt et al., 2012; Wu and Cline, 1998) . We imaged tectal neurons 8-10 days after electroporating GFP-expressing constructs, when they were incorporated into the functional retinotectal circuit, and synaptic GABAergic currents are hyperpolarizing (Akerman and Cline, 2006 analysis of total dendritic branch length (TDBL) and total branch tip number (TBTN) of reconstructed dendritic arbors showed no significant change in TDBL or TBTN in inhibitory and excitatory neurons over the 3-day imaging period (Figure 1E ), indicating that their dendritic arbor growth had plateaued, in contrast to the rapid dendritic arbor growth in immature tectal neurons (Cline, 2001; Wu and Cline, 1998) . Inhibitory neuron dendritic arbors (TDBL and TBTN) were smaller than excitatory neurons on the third day of imaging ( Figure 1E , inset), consistent with Sholl analysis of day 3 data showing that inhibitory neurons are more sparsely branched than excitatory neurons ( Figure 1F ). The spread of individual data points ( Figure 1E , right), together with the overlapping distribution of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in the tectum ( Figure 1G ) suggest that neither gross dendritic morphology ( Figures 1H and 1I ) nor soma location is sufficient to distinguish individual inhibitory and excitatory neurons.
Bimodal Experience-Dependent Structural Plasticity in Inhibitory Neurons
To study whether inhibitory neurons exhibit experience-dependent structural plasticity and how it compares to that of excitatory neurons, animals were exposed to 4 hr dark followed by 4 hr STVE. Individual neurons were imaged before and after each 4-hr period ( Figure 2A ). Serial section electron microscopy of tectal neurons demonstrates that the majority of dendritic branch tips have synapses (Li et al., 2011) , so changes in branch tip number are a proxy for changes in the number of synaptic inputs, akin to spine dynamics in mature pyramidal neurons (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009) . Despite their overall stability in dendritic arbor structure, excitatory neurons significantly increased TDBL and TBTN over 4 hr in STVE compared to dark ( Figure S1 ). By contrast, the inhibitory population showed no significant change in the median dendritic arbor size over 4 hr in STVE ( Figure 2B ). Plotting changes in TBTN in individual inhibitory neurons over dark versus STVE showed a remarkable inverse correlation between structural changes in response to STVE versus dark: neurons that decreased TBTN over 4 hr in the dark increased TBTN with subsequent STVE; neurons that increased TBTN over 4 hr in the dark then decreased TBTN with STVE ( Figure 2C , r = À0.76, p = 8.6e-6, Pearson correlation).
To test whether these inversely correlated structural changes in response to dark/STVE depend on the sequence of stimuli, we presented animals with STVE/dark ( Figure 2D ). Excitatory neuronal dendritic arbor size increased significantly over STVE compared to the subsequent dark period ( Figures S1A-S1D) , whereas the population of inhibitory neurons showed no significant change in arbor size in STVE compared to dark ( Figure 2E ). Again, scatterplots of individual inhibitory neurons demonstrated the same inverse correlation between structural plasticity in STVE versus dark as seen in dark/STVE ( Figure 2F ; r = À0.87, p = 2.5e-4, Pearson correlation). Data from both protocols completely co-mingled when plotted together ( Figure 2G ), suggesting that the visual experience-dependent structural plasticity of individual inhibitory neurons in response to brief periods of dark and STVE was determined by the experience that the animal had just had rather than the order of stimuli. Furthermore, the strong inverse correlation between dendritic arbor growth and retraction to dark and STVE in individual neurons held true (r = À0.784, p = 9.50e-9, Pearson correlation).
Experience-Dependent Structural Plasticity Revealed Two Populations of Inhibitory Neurons
The population of inhibitory neurons appears to fall into two groups that counteract each other with respect to the valence of plasticity ( Figure 2G ). To better evaluate this, we applied unsupervised cluster analysis to the entire inhibitory neuron dataset based on changes of TBTN in response to STVE versus dark. The inhibitory neurons clustered into two evenly sized subpopulations (group I: n = 18; group II: n = 24; Figure 3A ). Changes in TDBL displayed similar separation between groups I and II, even though the cluster analysis was based solely on TBTN data ( Figure 3B ). Neurons in the two groups displayed opposite signatures of experience-dependent structural plasticity. Group I neurons retracted dendrites in the dark and grew in STVE (similar to excitatory neurons; Figure S1 ). Group II neurons grew in the dark and retracted in STVE ( Figure 3C ). In either dark or STVE, structural changes in group I and II canceled each other out, which explains the lack of net change in the total inhibitory population ( Figure 2B ).
To see whether there is any regional bias in the distributions of group I and group II inhibitory neurons, we mapped the soma location of each imaged neuron onto a standard tectal profile. Group I and II inhibitory neurons were similarly distributed throughout the tectum ( Figure 3D ). To examine whether the two groups of inhibitory neurons belong to neuronal subtypes that can be characterized by the expression of different calcium-binding protein markers, we labeled optic tectal sections with antibodies to parvalbumin (PVALB), somatostatin (SST), calbindin1 (CALB1), and calretinin (CALB2), which label neurons in older animals (Gá briel et al., 1998; Laquerriere et al., 1989; Sanna et al., 1993; Stuesse et al., 2001 ). Most of these biochemical markers were either undetectable (CALB1), expressed at very low levels (PVALB, SST), likely due to the relatively early developmental stages we studied compared to other studies, or labeled both inhibitory and excitatory neurons (CALB2; Figure S2) . These data, together with the morphological analysis, suggest that tectal inhibitory neurons demonstrate functional heterogeneity before the establishment of biochemically or anatomically defined neuronal subtypes.
Opposite Experience-Dependent Branch Dynamics in Group I and Group II Inhibitory Neurons
The increased branch tip number we observed following STVE or dark could result from different cellular mechanisms, such as increased rate of branch additions or decreased rate of branch retractions, each associated with different mechanistic and functional implications (He and Cline, 2011) . Likewise, decreased branch tip number could be due to decreased branch additions or increased branch retractions. With the power of time-lapse imaging, we resolved these possibilities by serial dynamic analysis of the dendritic structure of individual neurons. Figure 4A illustrates the analysis and categorization of branch dynamics. Fully reconstructed dendritic arbors of each neuron at sequential time points were aligned and compared in pairs to identify similar and different branches (Figures 4A and 4B) . These data were then used to generate serial dynamic analysis results for each neuron ( Figures 4A and 4B ). Branches were categorized as stable, retracted, newly added, and transient based on their presence at different time points, as illustrated ( Figure 4A ). Group I and II inhibitory neurons displayed opposite changes of branch tip dynamics following 4 hr in dark and STVE ( Figure 4C ). Group I inhibitory neurons had significantly more branch additions and fewer retractions in response to STVE compared to dark. Group II inhibitory neurons had significantly more additions and fewer retractions in the dark compared to STVE. Both branch retractions and additions contributed significantly to experience-dependent structural changes observed in either group of inhibitory neurons and seem to be coordinated so that whenever there are more retractions, additions decrease, and vice versa. As a result, the total number of dynamic branches (newly added plus retracted) did not differ in response to dark or STVE. Among all branches that retracted in response to STVE, some had been stable through the dark, and others were newly added during the dark (Figure 4A) . We examined whether branches added during the dark were more prone to retraction in STVE than branches that persisted through the dark and found that newly added branches were significantly more likely to be retracted with STVE than stable branches, suggesting that pre-existing branches are more persistent than the newly added ones ( Figure 4D ). Overall, the dynamic analysis demonstrated that group I and group II inhibitory neurons have fundamentally different responses to visual experience because dark or STVE induces opposite structural plasticity by controlling addition and pruning of branches.
Time-Lapse Functional Imaging Reveals Bimodal Visual Experience-Dependent Plasticity in Inhibitory Neurons
The structural plasticity of dendritic arbors reported above indicates that inputs to tectal inhibitory and excitatory neurons are differently regulated by visual experience. To test whether there are corresponding experience-dependent changes in their outputs, we collected time-lapse images of visually evoked somatic Ca 2+ responses in individual tectal neurons in awake animals exposed to the dark/STVE protocol. Visually evoked somatic Ca 2+ responses are highly correlated with tectal cell firing (Niell and Smith, 2005; Podgorski et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2011 Figure 5E ). The latency to the peak Ca 2+ responses decreased in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons following STVE (T 3 versus T 2 , Figures 5F and S3D), possibly reflecting increased response fidelity to potentiated retinotectal inputs following STVE (see Figure 8 ) (Song et al., 2000) .
To control for variation in Ca 2+ responses across recording sessions, and to further test whether the changes in Ca 2+ responses were caused by the specific visual experience, we performed the same time-lapse functional imaging experiment in animals exposed to two consecutive 4-hr periods of ambient light (A1 and A2, Figure 5G , top). Neither excitatory nor inhibitory neurons showed significant differences in visually evoked Ca 2+ responses before and after ambient light ( Figures 5G, 5H , and S3E). There was no significant correlation of changes between the two ambient light sessions (inhibitory neurons, Pearson correlation, r = 0.353, p = 0.18, Figure 5I ; excitatory neurons, Pearson correlation, r = 0.046, p = 0.8709; Figure S3F ), nor a difference in the variance of changes in Ca 2+ peak amplitude between the inhibitory and excitatory neuronal populations following either ambient light period (A1: p = 0.23, A2: p = 0.12, two-sample F test, Figure 5J ). Also, there was no change in the peak latency ( Figures 5K and S3F ). This demonstrates that changes in visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in the dark/STVE paradigm were induced by the specific visual experience. 
Experience-Dependent Functional Plasticity Revealed Two Populations of Inhibitory Neurons
The Ca 2+ imaging data indicate that experience-dependent functional plasticity in inhibitory neurons is also bimodal. Unsupervised cluster analysis based on individual changes in Ca 2+ responses to STVE versus dark clustered the population into two groups (group I: n = 25; group II: n = 24; Figures 6A and 6B ). Ca 2+ responses in group I and II changed in opposite directions following dark and STVE ( Figure 6C ), strikingly similar to the group I and group II inhibitory neurons clustered by structural plasticity responses ( Figure 3C ). We named the two groups according to the valence of plasticity changes in response to dark and STVE, corresponding to the structural plasticity. These data, reflecting neuronal output, indicate that the inhibitory neuronal population consists of two functionally distinct groups that show plastic changes with opposite valence in response to the same visual experience. There was no difference in either the initial Ca 2+ amplitude or the peak latency between the two groups (Ca 2+ amplitude at T 1 : group I = 1.88 ± 0.47; group II = 1.07 ± 0.28. peak latency at T 1 (s): group I = 2.62 ± 0.31; group II = 2.34 ± 0.21. mean ± SEM, p > 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test), suggesting the two groups are not intrinsically different. On the other hand, cluster analysis of the inhibitory neuronal population exposed to sequential blocks of ambient light resulted in two uneven groups of 12 and 4 neurons ( Figures 6D  and 6E ), and the responses of neurons within and between groups were not significantly different, supporting the idea that the distinct plasticity profiles observed in different groups of inhibitory neurons occur in response to specific visual experience ( Figure 6F ).
Structural and Functional Plasticity Are Correlated in Individual Tectal Neurons
So far, we have shown that tectal inhibitory neurons clustered into two groups based on the valence of structural and functional plasticity in response to visual experience. To test whether the valence of structural and functional plasticity is correlated in individual neurons, we collected time-lapse images of both the complete dendritic arbor and visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in tectal neurons expressing tdTomato and GCaMP6. We examined the relationship between changes in TBTN and changes in the peak amplitude of Ca 2+ responses in individual neurons (regardless of their neural transmitter identity) before and after 4 hr in dark followed by STVE or 4 hr of STVE alone, as illustrated ( Figure 7A ). The valence of changes in TBTN and changes in peak Ca 2+ amplitude are correlated (r = 0.58, p < 0.05, Pearson correlation, Figure 7B ). Individual neurons that increased TBTN also increased visually evoked Ca 2+ responses following the same visual experience. Similarly, experience that decreased TBTN decreased visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in the same neuron, consistent with the idea that changes in dendritic arbor structure, reflecting neuronal input, correlate with changes in somatic Ca 2+ responses, reflecting functional output. Furthermore, overlaying the subset of data from inhibitory neurons in animals subjected to the dark/STVE protocol that we recorded in this experiment on the datasets from experiments described above shows that they also exhibit bi-modal structural and functional plasticity ( Figures 7C and 7D ). The relatively small magnitude of changes in GCaMP6 fluorescence in these neurons compared to the complete dataset is likely due to the higher baseline fluorescence from the green emission of tdTomato. To our knowledge, this is the first in vivo demonstration of a direct correlation between structural changes in the complete dendritic arbor (total inputs) and functional changes in the outputs of individual neurons.
E/I Is Maintained after Visual Experience-Dependent Potentiation of Retinotectal Synaptic Transmission Many brain circuits maintain a balance between excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs onto postsynaptic neurons under various physiological conditions (Haider et al., 2006; Xue et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014) . We have shown that disrupting E/I crippled Xenopus visual system function (Shen et al., 2011) . Intuitively, maintaining E/I would require a tight correlation in plasticity in inhibitory and excitatory neuron populations. Our data indicate that there are two functionally distinct groups of inhibitory neurons in the optic tectum with opposite plasticity profiles, only one of which matches plasticity in excitatory neurons. How would these two counteracting inhibitory neuron groups affect E/I in the tectal circuit following enhanced visual experience? The effect of visual experience on E/I would likely depend on circuit connectivity between different types of neurons. Electrophysiological studies indicate that inhibitory tectal neurons receive direct retinal input and provide both feedforward inhibition to other retinorecipient neurons (Akerman and Cline, 2006) and feedback inhibition to regulate recurrent activity and visual information processing in the tectal circuit (Khakhalin et al., 2014; Pratt and Aizenman, 2007; Pratt et al., 2008) . Immunoelectron microscopy showed that GABAergic inhibitory neurons receive both excitatory and GABAergic inputs, and they contact both inhibitory and excitatory neurons, providing evidence for both direct inhibitory circuits and indirect disinhibitory circuits in tectum (Rybicka and Udin, 1994) . Figure 8A illustrates how visual experience might affect E/I in three possible circuit diagrams in which a postsynaptic tectal neuron (black) receives direct excitatory input (blue) and inputs from two groups of inhibitory neurons, configured for direct inhibitory or indirect disinhibitory circuits. In each circuit configuration, after STVE the excitatory input is potentiated. Depending on the connectivity of the two inhibitory neuron groups, the net inhibitory input to the postsynaptic neuron remains unchanged, increases or decreases, which, in turn, results in either increased or unchanged E/I. To determine which of these connectivity configurations is closer to the real situation, we tested the effect of STVE on E/I. We collected in vivo whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of visually evoked synaptic currents from tectal neurons after animals received 4 hr of STVE or ambient light ( Figures 8B and 8C ). Both excitatory and inhibitory visually evoked compound synaptic currents were potentiated by STVE ( Figure 8D) , and increased proportionally, so that E/I after STVE was similar to that in control animals ( Figure 8E ). Note that these observations are independent of the neurotransmitter identity of the recorded postsynaptic neuron. In addition, the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs that we record are summed responses from all converging inputs, so inputs from specific types of neurons cannot be distinguished. These data support the idea that the two inhibitory neuron groups we observed are differentially involved in direct inhibitory and indirect disinhibitory circuits, consistent with the connectivity scheme in Figure 8Aiii and further suggest that the bimodal experience-dependent plasticity of the group I and II inhibitory neurons may be important in maintaining E/I following visual experience.
DISCUSSION
Although it is widely recognized that neurons in mature sensory circuits exhibit cell-type-specific responses to sensory input, it is not clear when specific responses arise during initial stages of circuit development. Here, we show, using unbiased sampling of neurons in the developing optic tectum, that there are two distinct groups of inhibitory neurons that display opposite structural and functional plasticity profiles in response to visual input even before they express classical biochemical markers characteristic of inhibitory neuronal cell types, and before tectal neurons exhibit distinct electrophysiological properties characteristic of mature inhibitory neurons (Ciarleglio et al., 2015) but when GABA is inhibitory (Akerman and Cline, 2006; Shen et al., 2011; Tao and Poo, 2005) . The two functionally antagonizing inhibitory subpopulations may function through an indirect disinhibitory circuit and help to maintain the E/I balance in the circuit in response to changing experience.
Correlation of Structural and Functional Plasticity
A basic tenet of neural plasticity is that experience-dependent changes in neuronal structure lead to changes in circuit function (Antonini et al., 1999; Cline et al., 2007; Katz and Shatz, 1996; Tropea et al., 2010) . In vivo time-lapse imaging studies of cortical inhibitory neurons in adult mouse visual cortex have shown that monocular deprivation decreases synaptic inputs to layer 2/3 inhibitory neurons by increasing dendrite retraction and decreases neuronal output by decreasing axonal synaptic contacts with postsynaptic pyramidal cells (Chen et al., 2011) . Additional studies identified layer-and neuron-type-specific structural dynamics of inhibitory neurons in response to visual experience (Chen et al., 2012; Keck et al., 2011; Levelt and Hü bener, 2012; van Versendaal et al., 2012) . Together, these experiments indicate that experience-dependent structural changes in dendritic arbors reflect changes in neuronal input, and functional changes in output that translate into changes in circuit connectivity (Chen and Nedivi, 2010; Chklovskii et al., 2004; Cline and Haas, 2008) . By evaluating both input (dendritic structure) and output (visually evoked Ca 2+ transients), our study demonstrated that developing inhibitory neurons show bimodal plasticity in response to changes in visual experience and that two inhibitory neuronal groups can be identified based on their plasticity profiles. Furthermore, experiments in which we collected timelapse structural and functional data from the same neurons in response to manipulating visual experience show that plasticity in the total dendritic arbor structure correlates with plasticity in visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in individual neurons. These experiments suggest that the two groups of inhibitory neurons identified by structural plasticity correspond to the two groups identified by functional plasticity. They further provide a direct demonstration that structural changes in dendritic arbors and functional changes in neuronal output are correlated, for which previous studies on populations of neurons in several systems, including optic tectum, cerebellum, and visual cortex had provided indirect evidence (Cline et al., 2007; McKay and Turner, 2005; Tropea et al., 2010) . The correlation between plasticity of inputs and output of the neuron was observed regardless of the excitatory or inhibitory neurotransmitter identity of the neurons.
Bimodal Visual-Experience-Dependent Plasticity in Inhibitory Neurons Unlike most of other manipulations that involve deprivation or injury, we used a rather moderate experience manipulation (dark/STVE) in an effort to mimic the fluctuation of visual activity levels that animals might encounter in their daily environment. Our use of the dark/STVE protocol revealed several unusual features of inhibitory neuronal plasticity in response to visual experience. First, inhibitory neurons showed either positive or negative valence structural and functional plasticity to STVE, whereas excitatory neurons exhibited uniformly positive valence plasticity to the same visual experience. Second, the inhibitory neuronal population also showed bimodal structural and functional plasticity to dark, and the magnitude of plasticity in the dark was comparable to that induced by STVE, indicating that the lack of visual experience plays an active role in regulating the inhibitory neuronal response properties. Third, inhibitory neurons showed an inversely correlated bidirectional structural and functional plasticity to dark and STVE, such that inhibitory neurons that displayed positive valence plasticity to STVE showed a negative valence plasticity to dark, and vice versa. Finally, as a result of these bimodal responses, inhibitory neurons can be clustered into two subpopulations with opposite experience-dependent structural and functional plasticity profiles. The bimodal plasticity in response to dark and STVE is unique to inhibitory neurons and was not seen in the excitatory neurons. Our study also draws attention to the critical information provided by longitudinal imaging studies of individual neurons. With population sampling, the distinct structural and functional plasticity that occurred in individual inhibitory neurons would be obscured.
Studies in adult mammalian brain indicate that different types of interneurons, identified by electrophysiological properties, expression of calcium-binding proteins, morphology, anatomical distribution, and lineage, play specific and diverse roles governing circuit activity (Basu et al., 2013; Gibson et al., 1999; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Kvitsiani et al., 2013; Royer et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2012) . Evidence that different types of inhibitory neurons undergo different forms of experience-dependent plasticity is also emerging. PVALB and SST neurons show opposite plastic changes in fear conditioning (Wolff et al., 2014) , and plasticity mechanisms of excitatory inputs to inhibitory neurons vary with the postsynaptic inhibitory cell types (Lu et al., 2007) . Different classes of inhibitory neurons also play distinct roles in homeostatic plasticity: PVALB-and SST-expressing neurons respond differently to prolonged tetrodotoxin (TTX) treatment in slice culture (Bartley et al., 2008) . In mouse visual cortex, connections from layer 4 fast spiking neurons and regular spiking nonpyramidal neurons to pyramidal neurons undergo different visual deprivation induced homeostatic modifications (Maffei et al., 2004) . Similarly, developmental auditory deprivation results in cell-type-and pathway-specific homeostatic plasticity of inhibitory circuits (Takesian et al., 2010 (Takesian et al., , 2013 . In agreement with these reports, we found two functionally distinct inhibitory neuron populations in the developing optic tectum, distinguished by their structural and functional plasticity responses to experience. In contrast to the above reports, however, the two groups of inhibitory neurons in our study could not be distinguished by biochemical markers, morphology, or anatomical distribution. Our results indicate that inhibitory neurons operate within distinct circuits and play different functional roles in developing tectal circuits before the emergence of features of mature subtype.
Co-ordination of Experience-Dependent Synaptic Plasticity and E/I Maintaining circuit stability by maintaining E/I and the generation of input-specific synaptic plasticity are thought to be required for the maturation and normal function of neural circuits. E/I is thought to remain relatively constant within individual neurons and across different brain activity states (Liu, 2004; Xue et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014) . One paradox is that inhibition needs to decrease to allow potentiation of excitatory synapses, but inhibition should increase to balance increased excitation so that circuits remain stable. How do the two seemingly contradictory mechanisms work on the same circuitry elements and reconcile with each other? Our results suggest that one solution to this issue is to have subpopulations of inhibitory neurons that respond with opposite valence plasticity to dark and visual stimulation. Depending on the connectivity between excitatory and inhibitory neurons, such as feedforward or disinhibitory connections, the output of the microcircuit can be variable. Based on existing electrophysiological and anatomical evidence, we propose that these two groups of inhibitory neurons are differently involved in direct and indirect inhibitory pathways and work in concert to allow both synapse-specific refinement and E/I stability. It is also possible that these subgroups of inhibitory neurons target innervation to distinct subcellular compartments, as shown in frog tectum (Rybicka and Udin, 1994) and other systems (Basu et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2007) . The plasticity we observed in response to the dark/STVE protocol may reveal mechanisms employed by circuits to maintain stability together with mechanisms underlying experience-dependent developmental maturation of neuronal response properties. Recent studies in mature circuits suggest that PVALB inhibitory neurons maintain E/I (Xue et al., 2014) , whereas dendritically targeted SST inhibitory neurons gate excitatory synaptic plasticity (Kvitsiani et al., 2013; Lovett-Barron et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2012) , and would therefore be expected to change in the opposite directions in reference to excitatory neurons to allow E/I stability and experience-dependent plasticity of specific excitatory synapses. Indeed, a recent study in motor cortex indicates that structural plasticity in PVALB and SST neurons do change in opposite directions with learning (Chen et al., 2015) . These two circuit connectivity schemes are not mutually exclusive, as SST neurons also innervate PVALB neurons (Letzkus et al., 2011; Pfeffer et al., 2013) . Further investigation is needed to establish the exact connectivity pattern among excitatory and inhibitory tectal neurons. Tectal neurons were transfected with GFP or GCaMP6s (Chen et al., 2013) and imaged on a custom two-photon microscope with a 203 water immersion objective (Olympus XLUMPlanFL 0.95NA). Dendritic arbors were reconstructed using Imaris (Bitplane). Branch dynamic analysis was conducted with 4DSPA software (Lee et al., 2013) . The peak amplitude of the Ca 2+ response to full field visual stimuli was calculated as percent change in fluorescence relative to the baseline fluorescence, measured over 1 s prior to the onset of the stimulus (dF/F 0 ). To determine the variability of individual neuronal responses to visual stimuli, we recorded responses to 15-20 repeats of visual stimuli in a subset of neurons and used bootstrap to calculate that 95% confidence range of variation with any five repetitions was between À29% and 31% of the mean value (Figure S4) . To image the dendritic arbor and visually evoked Ca 2+ responses in the same neuron, animals were co-electroporated with GCaMP6s and tdTomato constructs.
In vivo patch-clamp recording was conducted as described (Shen et al., 2011) .
Cluster Analysis and Statistics
Cluster analysis was performed using an unsupervised agglomerative hierarchical tree method in MATLAB (linkage.m) based upon their pairwise vectorial distance in the constructed 2D space (pdist.m). The threshold was arbitrarily set at the highest level that can separate the dataset into two clusters. See SST for details of the choice of cluster analysis method and metrics (Table  S1 ; Figure S5 ).
Nonparametric statistical analysis was performed in all statistical tests. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed for within-cell comparison. Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Mann-Whitney U test were performed when comparing data across different groups of neurons with different visual experience.
See SST for detailed information on experimental protocols. 
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